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The U.J.S.A. Student Representative Assembly

Regular Meeting of the U.J.S.A. Student Representative Assembly
Parliamentarian Gerald Flores moved to accept election rule
and was passed.

Representative John Hoelt and passed.

and it was seconded by Vice President Martin Hinjosa
Motion was with an amendment by Parliamentarian Gerald Flores
and an Independent Committee to overrule a majority vote.

get 32 people to go.

Senior Representative Carlos V. Latorre moved that the SPA
amended by a two-thirds vote of the SPA.

There was also an amendment to change a set of bylaws to be
5.6 of the election rules on page of page and four of the constitution.
This is redundant. In addition, amendment to numbers L.2, L.4.
Hexagon and also The addition of number one on page two as
SPA Constitution. These include the addition of the office of
Parliamentarian Gerald Flores, subject to amendment to the
SPA Constitution.

SIXTH YEAR BUSINESS

priorities were set. The use of the priorities has
better taken care of and reduced the time that SPA business has
Treasure Veronica Landes commented that the SPA priorities be

passed unanimously.

The motion was seconded by Junior Representative the Landes and
change the date of please from April 16 to April 14.

There was a motion made by Parliamentarian Gerald Flores to

PLAY: OLD BUSINESS

cost $5.00.

The paste cover which would only be sold as a full page would
002 x $ 3.00
050 x $ 3.00
for a 13 x 11 page and are as follows: 1 full page +
Student Directory Association registration is to be paid that the
OTHER:

from a 9.5 to a majority.

on student cars. Number 21 of the election rules was changed
parking lots but still restrict the placement of campaign materials
had been changed to allow the candidates to campaign in the:
Chairman Gerald Flores stated that rule #4 of the election rules


A motion was made for adjournment, was seconded and passed.

SEVENTH: ADJOURNMENT

and passed.

The vice president, Martin Humphreys moved that the plan give

the vice president, Martin Humphreys and passed.

majority vote. The motion was seconded by freshman representa-

of votes be attained for executive offices rather than two thirds

of votes.